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Honored guests: Fr. Baker, Mother Agnes; Vice-Chairman Mylod, President O'Donnell, our reverend 

fathers, distinguished faculty; families, friends and relatives of the class of 2012, and finally fellow graduates: 

 Most of us have already been asked what we are planning to do after graduation.  I suggest that what 

we do after graduation should not be fundamentally different from what we have done before graduation.  Our 

time taking classes has been a chance to mature, to grow in knowledge and grace.  Hopefully, we have each 

grown in wisdom and lived the good life.  God grant this will not change. 

 We ought spend each day of our lives continuing to pursue wisdom and to live what we have learned.  

For us, college has not been merely a means to getting a job, but training in virtue and an initiation into the most 

important truths.  Graduation should mark not so much the end of our learning, then, but the beginning. 

 Each of us should continue to strive for excellence in all that we do.  The world is complacent and 

content to wallow in mediocrity.  But we are Christians.  We are called to live saintly lives of heroic virtue, to 

be perfect as our heavenly Father is perfect. 

 This responsibility to strive for perfection is not to be taken lightly.  Our Lord warns that He will spit 

out the lukewarm.  So, let us burn with zeal for God’s glory and enkindle this same zeal in others. 

 This mission is perfectly in keeping with our liberal education.  The liberal arts are for free men, those 

who lead and order society.  Leadership does not necessarily entail political office, but it does entail giving 

good example.  As we heard at Mass yesterday, Our Lord wants us to be identified by our love for one another.  

We ought never be exceeded in charity. 

 By our examples, by living lives of virtue, we do our part to institute the reign of Christ our King and 

Mary our Queen, first in our hearts and homes, then our country, and finally throughout the world. 

Laudetur Iesus Christus 


